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The Library had building maintenance move the training lab from the back of the Library to the front for
more public access. When the move was completed the electric department helped us run new network
cable to the new training lab. After arranging the rows of computers Matt terminated the lines an
connected the 15 pc’s in the Lab. Matt installed the Pearson VUE Testing software on the new
Teacher/Procter PC in training lab. On couple of the testing computers Matt installed PreTest software
for GED testing.
We installed new Security Cameras in the play area at the new La Tierra Park. Within the first couple
weeks of opening a couple of kids decided they wanted to throw a football at the cameras which
dislodged and broke one of them. We were able to capture the kids on video and turned over the video to
the police who talked to the kids who admitted to throwing the ball at the cameras.
During the Covid reopening of some offices we received a request to move two work stations for
Customer Service to the MYOC. Matt secured a location behind the MYOC building in one of the
cubicles and set up two workstations for the customer service reps to use. Customer service also wanted
the meter reader machines moved to the conference room in City Hall to help with distancing of
employees.
We ordered and received new equipment including PTZ cameras for the Council Meeting Livestream.
Matt began the initial setup and is testing the Council Meeting Livestream to figure out where we wan to
mount the cameras. Matt edited/updated the city website according to the Libraries needs, as well as
directing citizens to the latest Executive Order from the AZ Governor. Matt returned the Library RingOut phones to the setup prior to the COVID quarantine. Earlier this year Matt had set our police officers
phones and hotspots on Preferred access which would allow them to have first priority on the cell towers
in case of congestion. We had a couple of the police lines not transfer over so Matt followed up and
worked with our Verizon Rep to ensure our Police phones and hotspots are on Preferred Access.
Setup Ring Security Camera Doorbell for the police station. With the Ring camera they can keep the door
locked but are able to speak with people outside via the Ring doorbell.
Replaced old Wi-Fi access point in the front of the police station to provide better Wi-Fi connectivity.
Daniel continues to collect and update the meter locations in GIS. We had some issues with the
collector running slow which caused slow progress. Cade reconfigured how the collector app
recorded the data and it is running much faster allowing Daniel to capture more data points.

